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CAPABILITY BUILDING | ORGANIZATION

November 10, 2020 - Even before COVID�19, we knew
decision-making was top-of-mind for executives—it was
the single most-read Insights topic in 2019.

“But only 19 percent of the companies we surveyed believed
they did it well and many ‘happened’ upon their best practices,”
explains Aaron De Smet , a senior partner in the Organization
Practice. “If a business can make faster, better decisions, they
become more resilient.”



https://www.mckinsey.com/about-us/new-at-mckinsey-blog/tag/capability-building
https://www.mckinsey.com/about-us/new-at-mckinsey-blog/tag/organization
https://preview.mckinsey.com/our-people/aaron-de-smet
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Leigh Weiss, Niranjana Rajagopal, Aaron De Smet

Indeed, it’s become clear that organizations that can make
good decisions faster have more e�ectively navigated the
turbulence of the pandemic.

For example, a big-box retail company took an 18-month plan
for curb-side delivery and reduced it to two days for
implementation. A luxury metropolitan hotel re-engineered
itself into a barracks for health care workers, transforming
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laundry, check-in, meal service and security—in a week.
Factories repurposed operations to produce personal
protective equipment (PPE) in a matter of days.

“Also, many companies are undertaking digital transformations
and agile working practices, both of which accelerate learning
and decision-making,” Aaron says.

To support leaders and their organizations in developing this
critical capability, experts from our Organization
Practice worked with McKinsey Academy  to create a
simulation workshop.

“We wanted our clients to experience the insights we
uncovered from our research and turn them into behaviors that
could help them make fast, high-quality decisions,” explains
Leigh Weiss,  a senior expert who helped design the
program. The workshop was developed as an in-person
program, but the McKinsey team quickly turned it into a virtual
program as the COVID�19 outbreak began to spread earlier this
year.

https://preview.mckinsey.com/business-functions/organization/our-insights
https://preview.mckinsey.com/business-functions/mckinsey-accelerate/how-we-help-clients/mckinsey-academy
https://www.linkedin.com/in/leigh-weiss-71873a112/
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A simulation can be a powerful learning experience because it
involves practicing skills in a realistic context. “People step into
a role, experience the emotions of a ‘persona,’ receive
authentic feedback and experience consequences,” she
outlines. “A well-designed simulation integrates periods of
re�ection, analysis, and intense activity, such as meeting a
deadline.”

Early in the program, attendees jump into a role-playing
scenario in which they have to make a critical decision quickly.
Only about 10 percent get to the right decision.

“The ingrained habits and cultural mindsets of the team quickly
surface,” observes Susan Zelenka, who produces the
workshops. Participants often say the exercise, which reveals
the common behaviors and dynamics that impede e�ective
decision-making reminds them of what’s broken in their day-
to-day interactions. "I felt immediately stressed; it was chaotic,
everyone had di�erent information and priorities, and no one
knew who the decision-makers were," recalls one participant.
"Frankly, it felt a lot like our decision meetings,” another

http://https//www.linkedin.com/in/susan-zelenka-3722012/
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remarked. “A lot of heated, unstructured discussion and in the
end, nothing was decided.” 

The McKinsey team thought a lot about the scenario itself. “It
had to be a universal experience, cross-industry, and involving
di�erent roles in an organization," explains Leigh Weiss.

In the scenario, participants take on di�erent roles to debate decisions related
to parking crisis
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The hypothetical dilemma? A high-pro�le company needs to
quickly expand parking on their campus for employees coming
back to work post-COVID. A garage had collapsed; employee
security and productivity was jeopardized; and millions of
dollars were on the table. And then a car accident happened.

Participants take on the roles of legal, HR, facilities, and
�nancial department leads and debate the �ve options for the
high-stakes decision.

"Within a day of �nishing the �rst draft of the script, I went
home and received a letter from the local high school about a
�ooded parking lot that was now closed. The next day, my
colleague got an email that a decision had to be made about a
parking issue in their co-op. We knew we had the right
scenario," Leigh laughed.

A key part of the agenda covers reviewing the research,
including insights such as the four kinds of
decisions companies make, each with di�erent success
factors.

https://preview.mckinsey.com/business-functions/organization/our-insights/three-keys-to-faster-better-decisions
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For ‘big bet’ decisions, such as an acquisition, the number one
predictor of success is the quality of debate—it’s not about
having all the data. "It should be understood up front that while
everyone has a voice, only a few get a vote—this was an “ah
ha” moment for me. It allows you to incorporate diverse
perspectives without slowing down,” explains Niranjana
Rajagopal , who helped to design and runs the workshops.

When it comes to more frequent and familiar ‘delegated
decisions,’ it's important to coach your people through them,
giving them the construct for how to make a decision, serving
as a sounding board, but making sure not to take the reins
back.

In frequent ‘cross-cutting’ decisions requiring collaboration
across an organization, it’s critical to map out the process and
clarify the decision rights and roles at each point.

Participants then run through the scenario again, applying the
new insights, and see signi�cantly improved results, both in
reaching the right answer and in the process of getting there.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/niranjana-rajagopal-06145619/
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"COVID�19 has pushed decision-making to the edges rather
than the center, and to the front line rather than the top of
organizations. To respond faster, they have to equip people at
all levels to make smart decisions—it can no longer be
restricted to a few people at the center," says Aaron. "Once
they realize it doesn’t have to take two months—when it can be
a week—why would they go back?"
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Article

Want a better decision? Plan a better meeting

May 8, 2019 - E�ective meetings produce better business decisions. Yet too many decision meetings are
doomed from the get-go. You can do better.

https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/organization/our-insights/want-a-better-decision-plan-a-better-meeting
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Article

Good decisions don’t have to be slow ones

May 1, 2019 - Executives often assume that speed comes at the cost of quality in decision making. A survey
challenges this belief and o�ers tips on getting the best of both worlds.

https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/organization/our-insights/good-decisions-dont-have-to-be-slow-ones
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McKinsey named a “Leader” in
Digital Transformation
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December 16, 2020 - Our �rm is excited to announce that
McKinsey was recently named a Leader, the highest category
ranking we can receive, in The Forrester Wave™: Digital
Business Transformation Services, Q4 2020.

From building new digital businesses and helping
organizations to modernize their technology, to transforming
companies through data, analytics, and arti�cial intelligence,
McKinsey Digital “delivers high-value end-to-end business
transformation” and is “a good �t for companies seeking world-
class strategy, innovative technology solutions, and
organizational redesign as part of digital business
transformation,” wrote Forrester.

https://reprints2.forrester.com/#/assets/2/1878/RES157466/report
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McKinsey Digital global co-leaders and senior partners Kate Smaje and
Rodney Zemmel.

“After years of investment in this space, this recognition is a
testament to the high-impact work our teams are doing across
digital and analytics,” says senior partner Rodney Zemmel, who
co-leads McKinsey Digital globally with senior partner Kate
Smaje. And after a year that saw digitization accelerate at a
pace previously unimaginable because of the COVID�19
pandemic, Kate says: “Partnering with clients to enable this
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kind of change by bringing together the critical technology and
capabilities for the digital age is the most important aspect of
our work, and we were pleased to be recognized by Forrester
with insights on some of our lesser-known capabilities.”

In its report, Forrester also noted that McKinsey Digital is
“particularly skilled at working with clients to pilot-test its
hypothesis and prove value before ramping to scale and
marrying the right technology with organizational change to
ensure transformation sticks.”

Here Kate and Rodney take us through three digital enterprise
transformations we’ve partnered with clients to help drive:

https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/mckinsey-digital/our-insights/how-six-companies-are-using-technology-and-data-to-transform-themselves
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Bringing AI from pilot to scale to enable
transformation at a North American
airline

A couple years ago, a North American airline came to us with a
bold vision: Transform the company into an industry leader in
using arti�cial intelligence across its business. “Our teams
took a domain-based approach to the transformation,” says
Rodney. “That meant looking at crew planning, ticketing,
loyalty programs, operations, and more as a whole to see

https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/mckinsey-analytics/our-insights/an-executives-guide-to-ai
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where digital and analytics could most rapidly deliver impact
and in which order we should transform the domains.”

Cargo was where the team decided to start given how
challenging it can be to predict how much space airlines will
have on a given �ight: Passengers may show up with more or
less luggage than you expect, but airlines can’t overbook the
�ight by too much in case customers arrive with urgent cargo—
with no space to put it.

The McKinsey Digital team worked to develop an MVP that
could be tested in a pilot with a subset of the routes that were
representative of their global network. After proving its value,
the team scaled the pilot by leveraging years of historical cargo
data—booking, cancellations, and �nal payloads—as well as
up-to-date information on weather and other factors. The
algorithm then delivered recommendations on how much
space to book. After a 16-week pilot run, the tool delivered
double the impact on revenue as expected—and the airline has
adopted two more analytics-driven tools.
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As Forrester wrote in its report, McKinsey Digital’s “strategy of
hiring top experts in their respective �elds delivers relevant
business outcomes for customers with relatively fast payback.”

Transforming technology—and customer
experience—at a global retailer

When a retailer approached us about launching their digital
customer experience around the globe, they knew it was an
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e�ort that would challenge both their business and technology
teams to work in new ways.

Our team helped design the transformation, launch and run a
digital o�ce to coordinate e�orts across every area of the
company (including their mobile app), and re�ne technology
delivery plans and ways of working. We also brought design
thinking and a data-driven approach to re�ne their customers’
digital and physical experience, and a team of engineers and
architects to ensure the new capabilities would run at a global
scale. The retailer successfully launched their digital channels
ahead of schedule.

As our client launched these new digital channels, we helped
them build the data analytics capabilities to improve customer
and employee experience and create business value. Our team
helped design and implement a cloud-based data architecture
and set-up a new advanced analytics capability. These new
capabilities help them treat data as an asset, building machine
learning-backed capabilities around personalized customer
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experience, employee safety, and predictive insights in
operations.

Rodney says: “It’s gratifying to support organizations in
deploying emerging technology, such as automation and IoT, so
they can deliver business value in ways they hadn’t imagined
before. Our deep bench of technology experts ranging from
cloud engineers to data scientists to designers work hand in
hand with our clients to design, build, and deploy these
solutions at scale.”
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Embedding agile ways of working into a
mining company’s culture and using AI to
increase production

McKinsey Digital recently partnered with a global metal
producer that wanted to boost its performance in a signi�cant
way. Although the client's initial interest was to learn how AI
might help their technical processing operations, they were
ultimately surprised to learn how important culture and ways of
working would prove to capturing and sustaining impact.

Cross-functional teams with a mix of seasoned mining
expertise and up-and-coming digital talent were assembled
across each of the company's assets. These teams were
challenged to raise production at each of their core assets by
15�20 percent, in a period of roughly 18 months, with minimal
spend. In addition to traditional tools, like lean, our team
introduced two new digital capabilities to the client. First, the
teams used AI models to help optimize each of the assets they
were working on. Second, we introduced a new, agile way of
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working that allowed the client to rapidly prototype solutions
and test them in the �eld for fast customer feedback. 

For an engineering-driven organization, this was a dramatic
change that signi�cantly improved their operations. A little
more than one year into their journey, each client site has set
multiple new production records, and several of the assets
have hit or exceeded their ambitious 15�20 production
improvement goal, despite the impact of COVID�19. In fact, the
client believes that the new capabilities they built have helped
them respond faster to the pandemic—and make their
operations more resilient to disruptions.

For this miner, what started as a journey to explore the power
of AI turned out to be much more impactful enagement. While
AI helped them identify and unlock new opportunities, the
bigger surprise has been how much opportunity could be
unlocked by embedding agile principles to their ways of
working that ultimately allowed the client's talent to unleash
their creativity.
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Because the agile approach was a change in both process and
culture, we brought in coaches to help with the transition. “We
know that building an agile organization requires reimagining
how teams are structured and collaborate to deliver impact,”
says Kate. “Our agile coaches were able to help the miner’s
teams at all levels of the organization work in new, innovative
ways—and unlock break-through solutions along the way.”
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Blog

Kate Smaje: Why businesses must act faster than ever on digitization

August 12, 2020 - McKinsey Digital’s co-leader explains why digital is one of the most important areas of
business for executives to understand on the path to The New Normal.

https://www.mckinsey.com/about-us/new-at-mckinsey-blog/kate-smaje-mckinsey-digital-explains-why-businesses-must-act-fast-on-digitization
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